
For the French Nike Blazer PRM VNTG
QS French Open Mid, do not note -1626
color trend front line inf - News Reports Release

opening of the French Open, Nike recently for the classic profile Blazer Mid PRM VNTG prepared the namesake of the "French
Open" color. Inspired by the French flag, the retro center barrel is outlined in white as a base, covered with blue stripes, and with red
laces to echo the theme. At present, the shoes can be purchased through atmos priced at about US $$90. Like Baba, consider these
memorable Blazer. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

shops | know these shoes shop term you wouldn't be cheated + shoe sale secret right! 

shopping, | NB996

who is the most popular host of Hunan satellite TV?! Anatomy of Hunan TV gene! 

By the end of 
, the "/1626 tide community" was finally closed! 

black slang. What can't be used indiscriminately?! Chinese students were used to guns! 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Asics, X, Atoms, Gel, Lyte, V, Camo joint camouflage shoes 

pays tribute to the history of Originals Adidas Originals Trefoil Logo 

all white texture, Ewing, Athletics 33, Hi, Triple, White, all white, Nai, Ke, Nike! Nike Air Force 1 High "Nai Ke" brand new color



exposure 

comments on 
: white texture, Ewing, Athletics 33, Hi, Triple, White, all white, next: Nai, Ke, Nike! Nike Air Force 1 High "Nai Ke" brand new color
exposure 

, a Boost technology, has spawned Ultra Boo> shoes

? 
launched the latest series of Vans in the winter and autumn season, and recently launched a whole new Suede Sk8-Hi Moc series.
The new series is inspired by the traditional Moccasin shoes. In this aspect we can see the body of the shoe classic overboots body
made of high-quality suede material composition, equipped with the same color signs Waffle glue, and into the shoe shell is also the
tassels shoes brought American ethnic customs. It is worth mentioning that this series has launched 3 new colors for everyone to
choose from, and now can be through Vans online store purchased, like the pro, do not miss this! 
? 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

shops | know these shoes shop term you wouldn't be cheated + shoe sale secret right! 

shopping, | NB996

who is the most popular host of Hunan satellite TV?! Anatomy of Hunan TV gene! 

black slang. What can't be used indiscriminately?! Chinese students were used to guns! 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 



Asics, X, Atoms, Gel, Lyte, V, Camo joint camouflage shoes 

pays tribute to the history of Originals Adidas Originals Trefoil Logo 

Gel, Lyte, V and new clothes! ASICS puts luminous elements in it and makes people love! Fall and winter do not know what to wear,
Nike new Comfort Sneakerboot series, you absolutely love to die! 

comments on 
last article: Gel, Lyte, V and new clothes! ASICS puts luminous elements in it and makes people love! Next: fall and winter do not
know what to wear, Nike new Comfort Sneakerboot series, you absolutely love to die! 

previously we had extensively and comprehensively reported the Nike SB 2010>
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